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Abstract
Type IIA orientifold constructions with intersecting D6-branes and
their IIB duals in terms of magnetized D9/D7-branes constitute one of
the most promising avenues for the construction of semirealistic MSSM-
like compactifications. One generic problem with these constructions is,
that there are many Yukawa couplings, which vanish due to additional
U(1) symmetries in the theory. In this paper we consider a number of such
settings and study, under what conditions stringy instanton effects can give
rise to non-perturbative contributions to the Yukawa couplings, so that all
perturbatively forbidden terms are induced. We find specific settings, in
which indeed Yukawa couplings for all fermions are obtained. For some
cases we provide specific local examples of rigid O(1) instantons within
the T 6/Z2×Z
′
2 toroidal orientifold with torsion, giving rise to the required
amplitudes. A potential problem in these settings is, that the same instan-
tons, providing for Yukawa coupling contributions, may give rise to too
large µ-terms for the Higgs multiplets. We show how this problem may be
overcome in explicit models with a doubled Higgs system.
1 Introduction
Due to their very appealing geometrical interpretation intersecting brane worlds
(for recent reviews on this subject see [1–3]) have been a popular playground for
realistic model building. In such models the gauge groups appear on stacks of
D6-branes, filling out the four-dimensional spacetime and wrapping three-cycles
in the six-dimensional internal compactification manifold. Chiral matter arises
at intersections of two stacks of D6-branes, wrapping different three-cycles in the
internal manifold and their multiplicity is encoded in the intersection number of
the respective three-cycles.
Over the last decade many intersecting brane models, giving rise to MSSM-
and GUT-like spectrum, have been constructed using mostly toroidal orbifolds as
compactification manifold1. Given these, the next question is, if we can reproduce
finer details of the MSSM, such as Yukawa couplings as well as their hierarchies.
For intersecting D-brane constructions the Yukawa couplings for chiral matter
fields can be extracted from string amplitudes [10–12]. These are suppressed by
the open string world-sheet instantons connecting the three intersecting branes
[6, 13]. The latter potentially give rise to interesting Yukawa hierarchies, which,
in principle, could reproduce the quark mass matrices observed in the MSSM.
However, for specific intersecting D-brane constructions on toroidal back-
grounds, one often observes a factorization in terms of family indices of the
Yukawa couplings. This is happens for instance if non-trivial intersections ap-
pear in different two tori of the orientifold [13]. The factorization of the Yukawa
couplings for the different matter fields (u-quark, d-quark, electron and neutrino)
allows only one of the three families to acquire dirac masses. While this might
explain the hierarchy between the masses of the heaviest family compared to the
two lightest family [13], one still faces the problem, how to generate masses for the
other families. As demonstrated in [14] (see also [15–17]) additional Higgs pairs
might overcome this issue and for appropriate values of the open and closed string
moduli give rise to desired Yukawa hierarchies. Let us emphasize that for con-
structions on more general backgrounds such factorizations of Yukawa couplings
is expected to be absent.
Nevertheless, in the existing constructions typically some of the Yukawa cou-
plings are forbidden due to the violation of global U(1)’s, ruling them out of being
realistic. These global U(1)’s are remnants of the Green-Schwarz mechanism, a
necessary ingredient to ensure the cancellation of pure abelian as well as mixed
anomalies.
Recently, it has been realized that D-brane instantons can break these global
U(1)’s and induce otherwise forbidden couplings [18–21]. These non-perturbative
effects cannot be described as gauge instantons in field theory, thus are purely
1For original work on non-supersymmetric intersecting D-branes, see [4–7] and for chiral
supersymmetric ones see [8, 9].
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stringy. For type IIA compactification the relevant class of instantons are, so
called, E2-instantons, wrapping a three-cycle in the internal manifold and being
localized in four-dimensional spacetime. Under a U(1)a gauge transformation the
action of such an E2-instanton, wrapping the three-cycle πE2, transforms as
e−SE2 = exp
[
2π
ℓ3s
(
−
1
gs
VolpiE2 + i
∫
piE2
C(3)
)]
−→ ei Qa(E2)Λa e−SE2 (1)
with2
Qa(E2) = −Na πE2 ◦ [πa − π
′
a] . (2)
Here πa and πa′ denote the three-cycles which the brane a and its orientifold
image a′ wrap and Na is the number of D6-branes for stack a. A superpotential
term can be induced if the product
W np =
∏
i
Φai bie
−SE2 (3)
is invariant under all U(1) gauge transformations, thus if the E2 instanton com-
pensates for all global U(1)’s carried just by the product
∏
iΦai bi . Due to their
non-perturbative nature these couplings are suppressed, which potentially gives
an explanation for various hierarchies observed in nature.
Various applications of these novel non-perturbative effects in different branches
of the string landscape have appeared [18–65] 3. These include the explicit gen-
eration of perturbatively forbidden couplings, such as Majorana masses for the
right-handed Neutrinos, µ-terms for the MSSM Higgs sector or Yukawa-couplings
of type 10 · 10 · 5H in SU(5)-like GUT models. Furthermore, stringy instanton
effects play a crucial role in the study of dynamical supersymmetry breaking, as
well as moduli stabilization. Other, more formal aspects, involve lifting of addi-
tional zero modes via fluxes, multiinstanton contributions as well as global issues
of these non-perturbative effects.
In this work, we analyze various D-brane constructions presented in [71]
and [72], which give rise to the MSSM spectrum or extensions of it, with respect
to their Yukawa couplings 4 . In case the desired couplings are perturbatively
2Note that, in contrast to [18], there is an additional minus sign in (2), which is due to
the fact that a positive intersection number IE2a corresponds to the transformation behavior
(E2, a) of the charged fermionic zero modes, rather than (E2, a). In the sequel we denote the
real part of SE2, the instanton suppression factor, S
cl
E2
.
3For two reviews on the subject of novel stringy instanton effects see [66, 67]. For related
earlier work see [68–70].
4 In the alternative MSSM-like model of ref. [13, 73, 74] there are no Yukawa couplings
forbidden by any U(1) symmetries and hence charged instantons cannot induce any extra
Yukawa coupling.
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forbidden, since they violate global U(1) selection rules, we present conditions
under which these couplings can be generated via E2-instantons. We investi-
gate the implications of these non-perturbative effects on the four-dimensional
phenomenology and compare them to the observed experimental structure. Fur-
thermore, we present local realizations on the T 6/Z2 × Z′2 orbifold with discrete
torsion [75], in which various couplings are generated by rigid O(1) instantons.
We demonstrate for these local models that the instanton indeed have the right
suppression factor to yield to results compatible with experiments.
Let us point out that the derived results also apply to the T-dual Type I
framework, where the superpotential receives contributions from E1 and E5 in-
stantons. This corner of the string landscape is amenable to algebraic geometry
techniques and has proven to be more promising for constructions of globally
consistent semi-realistic string vacua, which exhibit stringy instanton corrections
to the superpotential [40, 57]. The O(1) instantons in Type IIA correspond to
E1 instantons in Type I. Thus all the conditions on the E2-instantons presented
in the course of this work can be easily translated into the Type I framework,
where the Yukawa coupling inducing instanton is a rigid E1 instanton.
2 E2-instanton
As pointed out in the introduction, E2-instantons with the right charge under
the global U(1) can generate a superpotential term of the form
W np =
∏
i
Φai bie
−SE2 , (4)
which is otherwise forbidden. Note that the condition of carrying the right charge
is just a necessary one, but not sufficient. Whether an instanton indeed con-
tributes to the superpotential, depends crucially on its zero mode structure. After
briefly recalling the zero mode structure for a generic instanton [25,29], we review
the computation of a non-perturbative superpotential contribution, induced by a
rigid O(1) instanton [18].
An E2 instanton, wrapping a generic three-cycle πE2, gives rise to the four
bosonic zero modes xµ due to the breakdown of four-dimensional Poincare´ invari-
ance. They are accompanied with four fermionic zero modes θα and τ α˙ indicating
the breakdown of the N = 2 supersymmetry, preserved by the Calabi-Yau man-
ifold, down to N = 1 supersymmetry. In addition the instanton E2 exhibits
b1(πE2) zero modes associated with deformations of the special Lagrangian cycle
πE2. Moreover, in the presence of multiple instantons there appear zero modes
at intersections of two instantons.
Finally, there are fermionic zero modes charged under the D6 branes, which
we call charged fermionic zero modes in the sequel. These arise at intersections
between the instanton E2 and the D6-branes. Due to the GSO-projection only
4
the chiral fermion is present, which is crucial for the holomorphicity of the super-
potential. Adding up the D6-brane charge of all charged fermionic zero modes,
gives the total charge of the instanton Qa(E2), which coincides with (2).
The non-perturbative contribution is given by the path integral over all in-
stanton zero modes, thus in order to give rise to F-terms we expect all uncharged
zero modes, apart from xµ, and θα, to be projected out or lifted. There are var-
ious ways to ensure the absence of these additional undesired zero modes, such
as lifting via fluxes [35, 56, 58, 62], via additional instantons [35, 42, 49, 51] or via
additional interaction terms in case the instanton wraps a cycle which coincides
with one of the spacetime filling D6-branes [23, 43].
Here we focus on a class of instantons wrapping a rigid, orientifold invariant
cycle in the internal manifold, so called rigid O(1) instantons. For those the
undesired τ α˙ modes get projected out [21, 27–29] and due to the rigidity of the
three-cycle there are no zero modes associated with the deformation of the three-
cycle. Moreover, in that case the U(1)a charge of the instanton E2 simplifies
to
Qa(E2) = −Na πE2 ◦ πa (5)
due to the identification of the E2− a and E2− a′ sector. Then the pathintegral
takes the form
W np =
∫
d4x d2θ
∏
i
dλai e
−Scl
E2 e−S
int
(6)
Here e−S
cl
E2 is the suppression factor5 and Sint stands for all interaction terms
involving the charged instanton zero modes λai and matter fields Φ. Due to
holomorphicity of the superpotential, Sint contains only disk amplitudes, carrying
exactly two charged zero modes λ, and annulus contributions with no charged
zero modes inserted [18]. The latter contribution has been calculated in [22,23,30]
and is related to the regularized threshold correction to the gauge coupling of a
D6-brane wrapping the same cycle as the instanton. Thus the computation of
the non-perturbative superpotential contribution results into the calculation of
various disk diagrams involving the charged zero modes.
3 Four-stack models
A very natural way of realizing the MSSM is to embed the matter content at
intersections of 4 stacks of D6-branes giving rise to the gauge symmetry
U(3)a × U(2)b × U(1)c × U(1)d . (7)
5The suppression factor e−S
cl
E2 is the real part of SE2 in (4).
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The left-handed quarks qL are localized at the intersection of brane a and b
or its orientifold image b′, while the right-handed quarks, uR and dR, arise at
intersections of brane a with one of the U(1) branes and its orientifold image.
The left-handed leptons are charged under the U(2) and neutral under U(3), thus
appear at intersections between brane b and one of the U(1) branes. Finally, the
right-handed electron ER and the right-handed neutrino NR, both singlet under
U(3) and U(2) arise at intersections of two U(1) branes.
Tadpole cancellation, essential for global consistency, requires equal number
of fields transforming as fundamental, a, and as anti-fundamental, a, under the
gauge group U(Na)
6. This hold also true U(2), whose fundamental representation
is real, thus equal to the anti-fundamental one.
For a subclass of 4-stack models the constraint, mentioned above, can be
satisfied within the MSSM matter content. This can be achieved by requiring
that exactly 2 generations of the left-handed quarks qL arise from the sector ab
′,
while the third family is localized at the intersection of brane a and b. Ensuring
that the number of fundamentals is equal the number of anti-fundamentals puts
additional constraints on the transformation behavior of the matter and Higgs
fields. Even though, the homology classes of the D-branes a, b, c and d alone
might not cancel all the tadpoles, one may assume that one can find additional
D-branes ensuring global consistency, in such a way, that they do not give rise
to any additional chiral exotics charged under the matter D6-branes. For such
local setups it is possible to investigate various phenomenological aspects without
knowing the details of the global realization.
In this paper we discuss three different setups which give rise to the MSSM and
extensions of it. We analyze which Yukawa couplings are perturbatively realized
and investigate under what circumstances an instanton induces the perturbatively
missing, but desired couplings. Let us list for all three setups the matter, charged
under SU(3) and SU(2)
(1) 1×Ql = (3, 2) 2× ql = (3, 2) 3× l = (1, 2)
1× (Hd +Hu)N=2 = (1, 2) + (1, 2)
(2) 1×Ql = (3, 2) 2× ql = (3, 2) 2× l = (1, 2) 1× L = (1, 2)
1×Hu = (1, 2) 1×Hd = (1, 2) .
(3) 1×Ql = (3, 2) 2× ql = (3, 2) 2× l = (1, 2) 1× L = (1, 2)
2×Hu = (1, 2) 2×Hd = (1, 2) .
Subsequently, we refer to these three setups as the square quiver, triangle quiver
and triangle quiver with doubled Higgs sector, respectively [71, 72].
6Here we assume the absence of symmetrics and anti-symmetrics under U(Na)
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Note, that the second setup, the triangle quiver, does not fulfill the constraint,
equal number of fundamentals and anti-fundamentals for the SU(2). Thus in this
case additional exotics, charged under the MSSM gauge groups, are required to
ensure global consistency. In the third setup we allow for an additional Higgs
pair. Later we will see that the second Higgs pair is crucial to overcome a phe-
nomenological problem encountered in the triangle quiver with just one Higgs
pair.
All three setups are analyzed with respect to their Yukawa couplings. We
will see, that various MSSM couplings are absent due to violation of global U(1)
selection rules. For these perturbatively forbidden couplings we discuss under
what circumstances they can be generated non-perturbatively. Specifically, we
present necessary conditions on the instanton zero mode structure and analyze
their phenomenology with respect to the experimentally observed hierarchies.
For the triangle quivers, setups (2) and (3), we give local realizations. As
background we choose the orientifold T 6/Z2×Z′2 with Hodge numbers (h11, h12) =
(3, 51), often called the T 6/Z2×Z
′
2 with discrete torsion, which gives rise to rigid
cycles [75]. A brief introduction, which covers all necessary ingredients for the
construction of the local realizations, is given in appendix A. We show that these
local realizations exhibit instantons which carry the right zero mode structure to
induce the perturbatively forbidden, but desired couplings.
3.1 Square quiver
Such a setup can be realized by the intersection numbers [71,72]7
Iab = 1 Iab′ = 2 Iac = −3 Iac′ = −3 Ibd = 0 Ibd′ = −3
Ibc = 0 Ibc′ = 0 I
N=2
bc′ = 1 Icd = −3 Icd′ = 3 .
Note that these intersection numbers correspond to a possible SUSY extension of
the class of non-SUSY models constructed in [71]. They give rise to the spectrum
displayed in table 1.
Generically, the anomalous U(1)’s acquire a mass via the Green-Schwarz
mechanism and survive as global symmetries. To achieve the presence of the
standard model gauge groups, we require that the combination
U(1)Y =
1
3
U(1)a − U(1)c + U(1)d, (8)
which corresponds to the hypercharge, remains massless. For simplicity we as-
sume, that this is the only massless U(1). Thus the gauge symmetry in four
dimensional space-time is
SU(3)a × SU(2)b × U(1)Y .
7Positive intersection number Iab = pia ◦ pib corresponds to a chiral superfield transforming
as (a, b) under the gauge groups U(Na) and U(Nb).
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sector matter fields transformation multiplicity
ab QL (a, b) 1
ab′ qL (a, b) 2
ac uR (a, c) 3
ac′ dR (a, c) 3
bd′ l (b, d) 3
bc′ Hu +Hd (b, c) + (b, c) 1
cd ER (c, d) 3
cd′ NR (c, d) 3
Table 1: Spectrum for the square quiver.
The perturbatively realized couplings are
< qIL(1,0,0)Hu(−1,−1,0) u
J
R(0,1,0) > < QL(−1,0,0)Hd(1,1,0) d
I
R(0,−1,0) >
< lI(−1,0,−1)Hd(1,1,0)E
J
R(0,−1,1) > . (9)
Note that for generic entries in the corresponding mass matrices at this level at
least the u, d and s quarks remain massless. There are also no Dirac neutrino
masses at this level. On the other hand stringy instantons could give rise to the
couplings
< QL(−1,0,0)Hu(−1,−1,0) u
I
R(0,1,0) > < q
I
L(1,0,0)Hd(1,1,0) d
J
R(0,−1,0) >
< lI(−1,0,−1)Hu(−1,−1,0)N
J
R(0,1,1) > (10)
all of which violate the U(1)b symmetry and hence are perturbatively absent.
Here the capital letter I, J denote the family index and the subscript indicates
the charge under the global U(1)b, U(1)c and U(1)d. All three forbidden couplings
can be generated non-perturbatively by three different rigid O(1) instantons E21,
E22 and E23. In order to have the right charged zero mode structure they have
to satisfy
QLHuu
I
R : • IE21b = −1 IE21a = IE21c = IE21d = 0
• IE21b = −1 IE2′1a = IE2′1c = IE2′1d = 0 I
N=2
E2′
1
c = 1
qILHd d
J
R : • IE22b = 1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0
• IE2′
2
b = 1 IE2′
2
a = IE2′
2
c = IE2′
2
d = 0 I
N=2
E2′
2
c = 1
lI HuN
J
R : • IE23b = −1 IE23a = IE23c = IE23d = 0
• IE2′
3
b = −1 IE2′
3
a = IE2′
3
c = IE2′
3
d = 0 I
N=2
E2′
3
d = 1
• IE2′′
3
b = −1 IE2′′
3
a = IE2′′
3
c = IE2′′
3
d = 0 I
N=2
E2′′
3
c = 1
• IE2′′′
3
b = −1 IE2′′′
3
a = IE2′′′
3
c = IE2′′′
3
d = 0 I
N=2
E2′′′
3
c = I
N=2
E2′′′
3
d = 1 .
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We begin by discussing the leptonic Yukawa coupling lIHdN
J
R giving Dirac
masses to neutrinos, which can be generated via the four different instantons listed
above. Figures 1a-1d display for all four instantons the disk diagrams necessary
to soak up all the charged zero modes. The non-perturbative generation of the
Yukawa couplings lIHdN
J
r provides an intriguing explanation for the smallness of
the Dirac Neutrino masses [50]. For concreteness let us perform the computation
of the non-perturbative contribution arising from an instanton E23, exhibiting
no vector-like charged zero modes. The measure of the path-integral contains all
instanton zero modes, the four bosonic and two fermionic universal zero modes,
xµ and θα, as well as the two charged fermionic zero modes λb∫
d4x d2θ d2λb e
−SclE23 ǫij ǫkl < λ
i
bl
jNRH
k
uλ
l
b > e
Z′ (11)
Here i, j, k and l denote the gauge indices of the SU(2), e−S
cl
E23 is the suppression
factor of the instanton E23 and e
Z′ is the regularized one loop amplitude which
can be interpreted as one-loop Pfaffian. To avoid an overload in notation we omit
the family index8. Performing the integral over the charged zero modes results
into ∫
d4x d2θ YlHuNR ǫil l
iH luNR . (12)
Here YlHuNR contains, apart from the classical suppression factor and e
Z′ , also
the contribution arising from the disk amplitude < λblNRHuλb >, which depends
via world-sheet instantons on the open string moduli. To get the desired small
masses for the Neutrinos the instanton suppression factor should be in the range
of 10−13 to 10−11. An analogous analysis can be performed for the other three
instantons with the difference that the charged zero modes get soaked up by more
than one disk diagram. Note, that for the two instantons E2′3 and E2
′′′
3 the disk
diagrams do not contain both matter fields lI and NJR, simultaneously. Thus the
induced 3× 3 Yukawa coupling matrix factorizes
Y IJlHdNr = Y
I Y J (13)
and in the absence of any other instanton the Yukawa coupling lIHdN
J
r gets
generated only for one family. Later we will see, that the factorization of instanton
induced Yukawa coupling potentially gives a natural explanation for hierarchies
within the class of non-perturbative Yukawa couplings.
Let us turn to the quark Yukawa couplings QLHu u
I
R and q
I
LHd d
J
R. The
charged zero modes of E21 get soaked up by one disk diagram depicted in figure
2a inducing the coupling QLHu u
I
R. For E2
′
1, exhibiting two additional vector-
like zero modes λc and λc, the instanton zero modes get saturated via two disk
8The reader should keep in mind that the instanton induces a 3×3 Yukawa coupling matrix.
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H u
NR
J
lI
λ b
H u NR
J
lI
λ b
λ d
NR
JlI
H u
λ c
E2’’3
λ c
λ d
λ c
NR
J
_
_
lI
λ b
H u
λ c
a) b)
λ b E2
b
b’c d’
3
b’
c
c)
3E2’
λ b
d’
_
d)
b
d’
λ d
3E2’
b
3
λ b
_
d’
E2’’
c
λ b
c
b’ 3E2’’’b
d’
λ d
λ b
c
b’3 3
E2’’’ E2’’’
Figure 1: Instanton induced of the Yukawa coupling lI HuNJR for the square quiver.
Q L
H u
uR Q L
λ
_
c
uR
H u
λ c
a) b)
I
c
aI
λ bλ b λ b
λ b
E2
c a
b
b’
b
c
b’
1 1
1
E2’
E2’
Figure 2: Instanton induced Yukawa coupling QLHu uR for the square quiver.
diagrams (see figure 2b). Analogously, the other missing quark Yukawa coupling,
qILHd d
I
R is generated by E22 or E2
′
2 respectively. In case both instantons E2i
and E2′i are present, the one with the smaller suppression factor e
Scl
E
2 gives the
dominant contribution.
Let us now discuss the hierarchies of the quark Yukawa couplings. The fact
that only one D-quark gets perturbatively a mass suggests to identify QL with
the left-handed quarks of the third generation. So qIL’s should correspond to
the two lightest generations. Then, the suppression factor e−S
cl
E21 (e
−Scl
E2′
1 ) gives
a natural explanation for the smallness of the Yukawa couplings qILHd dR for
the two lightest D-quarks compared to the heaviest. However, due to the same
reasoning one would expect a smaller Yukawa coupling QLHu u
I
R for the heaviest
family. Thus, in contradiction to observations, a smaller mass for the top-quark,
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than for the up- and charm-quark gets generated (or a very large mixing for the
third generation is obtained). To be more concrete the perturbatively generated
Yukawa coupling matrices take the form
Y PuI
L
HuuJR
=
 Au11 Au12 Au13Au21 Au22 Au23
0 0 0
 Y PdI
L
Hdd
J
R
=
 0 0 00 0 0
Ad31 A
d
32 A
d
33
 (14)
while the non-perturbatively are given by
Y NPuI
L
HuuJR
=
 0 0 00 0 0
Bu31 B
u
32 B
u
33
 Y NPdI
L
Hdd
J
R
=
 Bd11 Bd12 Bd13Bd21 Bd22 Bd23
0 0 0
 . (15)
The total 3 × 3 Yukawa coupling matrices are given by the sum of the respec-
tive perturbative and non-perturbative part. Generically, due to the instanton
suppression factor we expect Aij ≫ Bkl for arbitrary i, j, k and l. Determining
the eigenvalues and eigenstates of this matrix reveals a large mixing between the
first and third generation which is not observed in nature. Large world-sheet in-
stanton suppressions for specific perturbative realized couplings might relax the
expectation Aij ≫ Bkl and surmount the encountered problem of a too large fam-
ily mixing. Nevertheless to achieve agreement with experimental observations a
lot of fine-tuning is required.
3.2 Triangle quiver
Let us turn the triangle quiver with exactly one Higgs pair, where we overcome
the issue, of a large fine-tuning to match experimental observations, encountered
in the previous setup. Consider the intersection numbers [72]
Iab = 1 Iab′ = 2 Iac = −3 Iac′ = −3 Ibd = −1
Ibd′ = 2 Ibc = −1 Ibc′ = −1 Icd = 3 Icd′ = −3 , (16)
which give rise to the spectrum displayed in table 2. Tentatively we can asign
QL to the left-handed quarks of the lightest family, while the ql’s would be the
left-handed quarks of the other two families. The L is the lepton-doublet of
the heaviest family, and the l denotes the SU(2) doublet of the two lightest
generations. Note that global consistency requires the existence of additional
exotics, charged under the SU(2). The hypercharge is given by the combination
U(1)Y =
1
3
U(1)a − U(1)c − U(1)d . (17)
Assuming, that all other extra U(1)’s become massive via couplings to RR-fields,
the gauge symmetry in four-dimensional spacetime is
SU(3)a × SU(2)b × U(1)Y . (18)
11
sector matter fields transformation multiplicities
ab QL (a, b) 1
ab′ qL (a, b) 2
ac uR (a, c) 3
ac′ dR (a, c) 3
bd L (b, d) 1
bd′ l (b, d) 2
bc Hd (b, c) 1
bc′ Hu (b, c) 1
cd NR (c, d) 3
cd′ ER (c, d) 3
Table 2: Spectrum for the triangle quiver.
The perturbative Yukawa couplings are
< qL(1,0,0)Hu(−1,−1,0) uR(0,1,0) > < qL(1,0,0)Hd(−1,1,0) dR(0,−1,0) >
< l(1,0,1)Hd(−1,1,0)ER(0,−1,−1) > < l(1,0,1)Hu(−1,−1,0)NR(0,1,−1) >, (19)
where the subscripts denote as before the charge under the global U(1)b, U(1)c
and U(1)d. Note that all fermion mass matrices have then the general structure
mU,D,L,N ≃
 A11 A12 A13A21 A22 A23
0 0 0
 (20)
at the perturbative level. The couplings which are perturbatively forbidden (since
they violate U(1)b) are
< QL(−1,0,0)Hu(−1,−1,0) uR(0,1,0) > < QL(−1,0,0)Hd(−1,1,0) dR(0,−1,0) >
< L(−1,0,1)Hd(−1,1,0)ER(0,−1,−1) > < L(−1,0,1)Hu(−1,−1,0)NR(0,1,−1) > (21)
and fill the remaining entries in eq.(20).
Such a setup can be locally realized on the T 6/Z2 × Z′2 orientifold where the
first two tori are untilted, the third one is tilted and the orientifold charges are
chosen to be
ηΩR = 1 ηΩRθ = 1 ηΩRθ′ = −1 ηΩRθθ′ = 1 , (22)
satisfying (62). In appendix A we present a brief review of this orbifold, which
includes a brief discussion of rigid cycles, details of the orientifold action as well
as the computation of chiral intersection numbers.
The spacetime-filling D6-branes are given by fractional branes, branes that
carry charge only under one twisted sector. These fractional branes wrap the
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brane (n1, m1) (n2, m2) (n3, m˜3)
Na = 3 (1, 0) (3, 1) (3,−1/2)
Nb = 2 (1, 1) (1, 0) (1,−1/2)
Nc = 1 (0, 1) (0,−1) (2, 0)
Nd = 1 (1, 0) (3, 1) (3,−1/2)
Table 3: Bulk wrapping numbers
bulk cycles, displayed in table 3 and their complete homology classes are given
by
πFa =
1
2
[(1, 0), (3, 1), (3,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(2,4)×(1,4)
[
αθij × [(3,−1/2)
]
πFb =
1
2
[(1, 1), (1, 0), (1,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(1,4)×(1,3)
[
αθθ
′
ij × [(1, 0)
]
πFc =
1
2
[(0, 1), (0,−1), (2, 0)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(1,2)×(3,4)
[
αθ
′
ij × [(0, 1)
] (23)
πFd =
1
2
[(1, 0), (3, 1), (3,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(2,4)×(2,3)
[
αθij × (3,−1/2)
] .
The configuration gives rise to a U(3)a × U(2)b × U(1)c × U(1)d gauge theory in
four-dimensional spacetime, with the spectrum, computed using equation (67) in
appendix A, displayed in table 2.
Global consistency requires the presence of additional branes. For the hyper-
charge to be realized as a local symmetry the combination
UY (1) =
1
3
U(1)a − U(1)c − U(1)d +
∑
x
cx U(1)x (24)
has to remain massless. The U(1)x denote the anomalous U(1)’s arising from
the additional branes, required for tadpole cancellation. Again for simplicity
we assume that this is the only massless combination, all other U(1)’s become
massive and survive only as global symmetry. With the choice
U1 =
u
2
U2 =
u
2
U3 = u (25)
for the complex structure moduli all D6-branes are aligned to the orientifold
plane, thus N = 1 supersymmetry in 4D is ensured.
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In this local D6-brane configuration the couplings, listed in (19), are pertur-
batively realized, while the Yukawa couplings (21) violate global U(1) selection
rules, thus are perturbatively absent. In order to match experimental observation
we expect them to be generated via non-perturbative effects.
Before investigating the details of this local realization, let us analyze the
non-perturbative effects for a generic triangle quiver, realizing the intersection
pattern (16). There are potentially two different types of instanton, E21 and
E22, both generating all the missing couplings in (21). Their intersection pattern
with the matter D6-branes has to satisfy
IE21b = −1 IE21a = IE21c = IE21d = 0 (26)
IE22b = −1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0 I
N=2
E21c = 1 . (27)
In addition there are two classes of instantons E23 and E24 with the intersection
pattern
IE23b = −1 IE23a = IE23c = IE23d = 0 I
N=2
E23d = 1 (28)
IE24b = −1 IE24a = IE24c = IE24d = 0 I
N=2
E24c = I
N=2
E24d = 1 (29)
which generate only the lepton Yukawa coupling LHdER and LHuNR.
Q L
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λ
_
c
uR
H u
λ c
a) b)
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E2
c
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λ bλ b λ b
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b
b’
b
c
b’
1 2
E22
Figure 3: Instanton induced Yukawa coupling QLHu uIR for the triangle quiver.
Let us now analyze the generation of the U-quark Yukawa coupling QLHu u
I
R
in more detail. An analogous discussion applies to the coupling QLHd d
I
R. For
the instanton E21 satisfying (26) the two charged zero modes λb get soaked up
by one disk diagram displayed in figure 3a. The path integral takes the form∫
d4x d2θ d2λb e
−Scl
E21 ǫij ǫkl < λ
i
bQ
j
L u
I
RH
k
uλ
l
b > e
Z′ (30)
which, after performing the integral over the charged fermionic zero modes, results
into ∫
d4x d2θ YQLHuuIR ǫilQ
i
LH
l
u u
I
R . (31)
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The indices i, j, k and l label again the flavor charge, the capital letter denotes
the family and YQLHu uIR is the final effective Yukawa coupling, including the
suppression factor e−S
cl
E21 , the loop contribution eZ
′
as well as the world-sheet
contribution arising from the disk diagram < λbQL u
I
RHuλb >.
For the instanton E22, with an additional pair of vector-like charged zero
modes, one performs a similar computation with the difference that the four
charged zero modes get saturated via two disk diagrams (see figure 3b)∫
d4x d2θ d2λb dλc dλc e
−Scl
E22 ǫij < λ
i
bQ
j
L u
I
Rλc > ǫkl < λ
k
b H
l
uλc > e
Z′ , (32)
which gives the superpotential contribution∫
d4x d2θ Y ′QLHuuIR
ǫilQ
i
LH
l
u u
I
R . (33)
In case, both types of instantons are present, the one, which wraps the smaller
cycle in the internal manifold, thus exhibiting a smaller suppression factor in
the path integral, gives the dominant contribution to the Yukawa couplings. To
match experimental data the suppression factor of the dominant contribution is
expected to be of the order 10−2 − 10−5.
An analogous analysis applies to the lepton Yukawa couplings lI HdER
J and
lI HuNR
J , with the difference that there are potentially two additional classes of
instantons E23 and E24 which can induce these couplings. Again the dominant
contribution arises from the instanton, which wraps the smallest cycle in the
internal manifold. Note, that in opposite to the previous setup here the Dirac
Neutrino masses are expected to be of the same order as the masses of charged
lepton. One possibility to obtain small masses for neutrinos is due to the so called
see-saw mechanism. For this mechanism to work a large Majorana mass term for
the right-handed Neutrinos is required. Such a mass term could be generated via
an instanton E2x with the intersection pattern [18, 20]
IE2xc = IE2xd = 2 IE2xa = IE2xb = 0. (34)
With a suppression factor of the order 10−8 to 10−5 the Majorana mass termMNR
for the right-handed Neutrino lies in the range 1010GeV < MNR < 10
13GeV .
Together with the Dirac masses for the Neutrinos, which are of the electroweak
scale (0.01− 1)GeV that would give the see-saw Neutrino masses in the desired
range (10−2 − 10−1)eV .
After the analysis for a generic triangle quiver satisfying the intersection pat-
tern (16), let us turn to our concrete realization and examine if it exhibits in-
stantons, inducing the perturbatively forbidden couplings. Indeed, as we will see
momentarily the local realization comprises one representant for each of the first
two classes, E21 and E22.
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An instanton wrapping the cycle
πE21 =
1
4
[(1, 0)(0, 1)(0,−1)] +
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(3,4)
[
αθij × (0,−1)
] (35)
+
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(3,4)×(1,2)
[
αθ
′
ij × (1, 0)
] + 1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(1,2)
[
αθθ
′
ij × [(0, 1)
]
gives rise to the intersection pattern in (26). Note, that all N = 2 modes between
the instanton and the D6-branes are massive (see also appendix B). Moreover,
the cycle πE21 is rigid and invariant under the orientifold action ΩR, thus the
instanton contains only the four bosonic zero modes xµ and the two fermionic θα.
Therefore, the instanton E21 indeed gives rise to all the perturbatively missing
couplings in (21). Its suppression factor is
e−S
cl
E21 = e
− 2pi
l3s gs
VolE21 = e
− 2pi
αa
VolE21
VolD6a , (36)
where the ratio
VolE21
VolD6a
is given by
VolE21
VolD6a
=
1
2
(∏
I
[
(nIE21)
2 + (m˜IE21)
2U2I
(nIa)
2 + (m˜Ia)
2U2I
])1/2
. (37)
The factor 1
2
is due to the fact that the D6-brane wraps a fractional cycle while
the instanton a rigid one (see the different prefactors in equation (23) and (35)).
If we assume αa = 1/24 at string scale and the complex structure moduli U3 = u
stabilized in the range (1− 1.5) we get the desired suppression factor
e−S
cl
E21 ∼ 10−2 − 10−5. (38)
There is also a representant E22 for the second class of instantons. It wraps
the cycle
πE22 =
1
4
[(1, 0)(0, 1)(0,−1)] +
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(1,2)
[
αθij × (0,−1)
] (39)
+
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,2)×(1,2)
[
αθ
′
ij × (1, 0)
] + 1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(1,2)
[
αθθ
′
ij × [(0, 1)
]
and gives rise to the same chiral intersection pattern as the instanton E21, but
there also vectorlike pairs of charged zero modes in the N = 2 sector between
instanton E22 and the D6-branes. We relegate the detailed analysis of the N = 2
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instanton zero mode sector to the appendix B. There we show that indeed exactly
one vectorlike pair λc, λc arises at the intersection E22 and c. Thus, such an
instanton induces as well as E21 all the missing couplings in (21). Since the E22
wraps the same bulk-cycle as E21 their suppression factors are equal
e−S
cl
E21 = e−S
cl
E22 ∼ 10−2 − 10−5 (40)
and their contributions to the Yukawa couplings are expected of the same order.
The non-perturbative contributions depend via the disk diagrams on the
world-sheet instantons, thus on the area, that the diagrams enclose. Therefore
the dominant contribution to the Yukawa couplings arises from that instanton,
whose disk-diagrams encloses the smallest area.
This concrete realization does not exhibit an instanton, which could give
rise to large Majorana mass term for the right-handed Neutrino NR. Thus at
this level the Neutrino masses are of the same order as the masses for their
doublet partner. Note also, that in this explicit local setup the perturbative
contribution to fermion mass matrices in eq.(20) factorizes, due to the fact that
the non-trivial intersections for the family index carrying matter fields occur
in different two tori [13]. Thus, the perturbative matrix has rank one and one
fermion per generation remains massless even after instanton corrections are taken
into account.
H d H u
λ b λ b
1E2
c
b b’
λ c
λ b
E22 b’
H u
λ c
H d
λ b
E22 b
c c
a) b)
_
Figure 4: Non perturbative generation of the µ-term for the triangle quiver.
Finally let us draw attention to a phenomenological drawback of the simplest
triangle quiver. The Yukawa coupling inducing instantons, E21 and E22, generate
also a µ-term for the Higgs pair (see figure 4)
< Hu(−1,−1)Hd(−1,1) > , (41)
which is far too large. To match the Yukawa couplings with experimental obser-
vations, we expect the instanton suppression factor e−S
cl
E2 to be in the range of
10−2 to 10−5. But then the same instanton would induce a µ-term of the order
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(1013− 1016)GeV rather than (102− 103)GeV . In the next section we examine a
setup, where we allow for a second Higgs pair and show that one can generate all
the missing Yukawa couplings without inducing a too large µ-term for the Higgs
pair.
3.3 Triangle quiver with doubled Higgs sector
A way to avoid the previously encountered problem of generating a too large µ-
term is to allow for a doubled Higgs sector. The hope would be, that the Yukawa
coupling generating instanton induces a µ-term matrix which factorizes. Thus it
only generates for one Higgs pair a µ-term of the order 1013 − 1015GeV , while
the other one, the physical one, remains massless. The µ-term for the physical
MSSM-Higgs pair is generated by a different instanton, which wraps a larger
cycle, leading to a larger suppression factor and possibly to a µ-term of the order
(102− 103)GeV . If the supermassive unphysical Higgs doublets do not acquire a
vev they can be integrated out and do not affect the low energy effective action.
In the following we will discuss the realization of such a setup. The intersection
numbers are equivalent to the previous case up to the bc and bc′-sector, which
are doubled, respectively,
Iab = 1 Iab′ = 2 Iac = −3 Iac′ = −3 Ibd = −1
Ibd′ = 2 Ibc = −2 Ibc′ = −2 Icd = 3 Icd′ = −3 . (42)
Note, that this implies the same number of 2 and 2, fulfilling the constraint,
arising from tadpole cancellation. Table 4 displays the origin, the transformation
behavior and the multiplicities of the matter fields. Again, we require that apart
sector matter fields transformation multiplicities
ab QL (a, b) 1
ab′ qL (a, b) 2
ac uR (a, c) 3
ac′ dR (a, c) 3
bd L (b, d) 1
bd′ l (b, d) 2
bc Hd (b, c) 2
bc′ Hu (b, c) 2
cd NR (c, d) 3
cd′ ER (c, d) 3
Table 4: Spectrum
from the hypercharge
U(1)Y =
1
3
U(1)a − U(1)c − U(1)d (43)
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all other U(1)’s become massive and survive only as global symmetries. The
perturbatively allowed couplings are
< qL(1,0,0)H
I
u(−1,−1,0) uR(0,1,0) > < qL(1,0,0)H
I
d (−1,1,0) dR(0,−1,0) >
< l(1,0,1)H
I
d (−1,1,0)ER(0,−1,−1) > < l(0,1,0)H
I
u(0,−1,−1)NR(0,1,−1) > . (44)
The U(1) selection rules violating and thus forbidden couplings are given by
< QL(−1,0,0)H
I
u(−1,−1,0) uR(0,1,0) > < QL(−1,0,0)H
I
d (−1,1,0) dR(0,−1,0) >
< L(−1,0,1)H
I
d (−1,1,0)ER(0,−1,−1) > < L(−1,0,1)H
I
u(−1,−1,0)NR(0,1,−1) > , (45)
where I denotes the family index of the Higgs doublets and we suppress the
matter field family index.
For the background T 6/Z2×Z′2 orientifold, with the orientifold charges chosen
as before (see equation (22)) and the last two tori tilted, a local realization of
the intersection numbers (42) is given by four fractional D6-branes wrapping the
bulk-cycles displayed in table 5.
brane (n1, m1) (n2, m2) (n3, m˜3)
Na = 3 (1, 0) (3, 1/2) (3,−1/2)
Nb = 2 (1, 1) (2, 0) (1,−1/2)
Nc = 1 (0, 1) (0,−1) (2, 0)
Nd = 1 (1, 0) (3, 1/2) (3,−1/2)
Table 5: Bulk wrapping numbers
Their complete homology classes are given by
πFa =
1
2
[(1, 0), (3, 1/2), (3,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(2,4)×(1,3)
[
αθθ
′
ij × (3, 1/2)
]
πFb =
1
2
[(1, 1), (2, 0), (1,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(1,4)×(3,4)
[
αθij × (1,−1/2)
]
πFc =
1
2
[(0, 1), (0,−1), (2, 0)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(1,2)×(3,4)
[
αθ
′
ij × (0, 1)
] (46)
πFd =
1
2
[(1, 0), (3, 1/2), (3,−1/2)] +
1
2
 ∑
i,j∈(2,4)×(2,4)
[
αθθ
′
ij × (3, 1/2)
]
and again we assume that the hypercharge
UY (1) =
1
3
U(1)a − U(1)c − U(1)d +
∑
x
cx U(1)x (47)
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remains massless after including the additional branes required for global con-
sistency. To ensure supersymmetry we choose the complex structure moduli to
be
U1 =
u
2
U2 = u U3 = u . (48)
The perturbatively forbidden couplings in (45) can be generated by two classes
of instantons, either by an instanton with only two charged zero modes
IE22b = −1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0. (49)
or by an instanton with four charged zero modes
IE22b = −1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0 I
N=2
E22c
= 1 . (50)
As for the triangle quiver with just one Higgs pair there are two additional classes
of instantons
IE23b = −1 IE23a = IE23c = IE23d = 0 I
N=2
E23d = 1 (51)
IE24b = −1 IE24a = IE23c = IE24d = 0 I
N=2
E24c
= IN=2E24d = 1 , (52)
which generate only the lepton Yukawa couplings LHIdER and LH
I
uNR, but not
any of the quark Yukawa couplings.
The analysis of the lepton and quark Yukawa couplings is very similar and
all results apply for this setup as well. As previously, E21 and E22 give rise to a
µ-term there
µIJ H
I
d H
J
u (53)
for the Higgs fields. In opposite to triangle quiver discussed in section 3.2, the
µ-term is a 2 × 2 matrix. In case the instanton, inducing the missing couplings
(45), gives rise to a factorizable µ-term matrix, only one Higgs pair receives
mass of order (1013 − 1016)GeV , while the other one, which we identify with the
physical MSSM-Higgs pair, remains massless. Then potentially another instan-
ton, wrapping a larger cycle in the internal manifold could generate additional
non-perturbative corrections to the Yukawa-couplings and the µ-term matrix.
Due to the higher suppression factor these corrections are negligible for all cou-
plings, apart for the mass term for the physical Higgs pair, for which it gives the
dominant contribution. In case the suppression factor arising from the second
instanton is of the order e−S
cl
E2 ∼ 10−16− 10−15 the µ-term is in the desired range
(102 − 103)GeV .
We now discuss under which circumstances the 2 × 2 matrix µIJ factorizes,
thus leaving only one Higgs pair massless. For an instanton E21 satisfying (49)
the charged zero modes λb get soaked by just one disk diagram (see figure 5a)
BIJ =< λbH
I
d H
J
u λb > (54)
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Here, there is no reason to expect a factorization of the matrix µIJ ∼ BIJ , thus
both Higgs multiplets get a mass of the order e−S
cl
E21 Ms. For the other class of
instantons, E22, satisfying (50), the four charged zero modes get soaked up by
two disk diagrams (see figure 5b)
AId =< λbH
I
d λc > and A
J
u =< λbH
J
u λc > . (55)
Clearly, for this class of instantons the matrix µIJ ∼ AIdA
J
u factorizes, thus only
one of the Higgs pairs acquires a mass of the order e−S
cl
E22 Ms. The other, the
physical, Higgs pair remains massless. Thus, in a setup satisfying (42), which
exhibits both classes of instantons, Yukawa couplings of the right order can be
generated without inducing a too large µ-term for the physical Higgs pair. The
instanton E22 of the second type gives rise to the correct texture of the Yukawa
couplings, while the suppression factor, e−S
cl
E21 , of the instanton E21 is of the
right order to induce a µ-term for the physical Higgs pair.
The linear combination remaining light depends on the values of the world-
sheet amplitudes AId, A
J
u . Note that now, unlike the simplest triangle setup, the
perturbative contribution to the fermion mass matrices eq.(20) has generically
rank two, since the massless physical field is a linear combination of two fields
with different worldsheet couplings.
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Figure 5: Non-perturbative generation of µ-term matrix µIJ .
For the local realization (46) only a representant of the second type, satisfying
(50), is present. It gives rise to all perturbatively missing couplings listed in (45).
The instanton E2 wraps the orientifold invariant cycle
πE2 =
1
4
[(1, 0)(0, 1)(0,−1)] +
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(1,2)
[
αθij × (0,−1)
] (56)
+
1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,2)×(1,2)
[
αθ
′
ij × (1, 0)
] + 1
4
 ∑
i,j∈(1,3)×(1,2)
[
αθθ
′
ij × [(0, 1)
]
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and has the intersection pattern (50). For the analysis of the N = 2 sector we
refer the reader to the appendix B. To obtain realistic Yukawa couplings the
suppression factor should be in the range 10−2− 10−5 which can be achieved, via
(36) and (37), if the complex structure moduli U3 = u is stabilized in the range
(0.7− 1). Here we assume again that the SU(3) gauge coupling is approximately
αa = 1/24 at the string scale.
As discussed above the instanton E22 also induces a large 2×2 µ-term matrix
for the Higgs pairs, which factorizes. Thus, only one Higgs pair gets supermas-
sive, while the other one remains massless. While in principle the µ-term for
the physical Higgs pair can be generated by a different instanton, wrapping a
larger cycle in the internal manifold, this local example does not exhibit such an
instanton.
Analogous to the previous setup the smallness of the Neutrino masses could
be explained by the see-saw mechanism. The instanton inducing Majorana mass
term for the right-handed Neutrino has to satisfy (34) and is expected to have a
suppression factor of the order 10−8 − 10−5. For the local realization (46) such
an instanton is absent.
Summarizing we see that the triangle quiver with a doubled Higgs sector can
give rise to Yukawa couplings of the right texture and at the same time also
exhibit a µ-term of the desired order. After integrating out the superheavy Higgs
pair the low effective action resembles the one of the MSSM. Furthermore, in case
the setup also exhibits an instanton with the right suppression factor, satisfying
(34), the see-saw mechanism can be realized, thus the origin of the smallness of
the Neutrino masses could be explained.
4 Conclusion
In this work we have analyzed MSSM-like quivers with respect to their Yukawa
couplings. Specifically we have focused on three different configurations, each
consisting of four different stacks of D-branes, the square-quiver, the triangle-
quiver and the triangle-quiver with a doubled Higgs sector. We have shown that
in principle in all three configurations all perturbatively absent, but desired cou-
plings could be generated via stringy instantons.
Furthermore, we investigated the phenomenological implications of these non-
perturbative effects. The square-quiver, discussed in section 3.1, does not allow
for a perturbative realization of the Dirac Neutrino masses, thus the exponen-
tially suppressed non-perturbative generation for this Yukawa coupling gives an
intriguing explanation for the smallness of the Neutrino masses. However, the
square-quiver generically gives rise to a large mixing between the first and third
generation for the quark Yukawa couplings, which requires a large fine-tuning to
overcome.
For the triangle-quiver we show that such fine-tuning is not necessary to
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match experimental observations. All perturbatively absent couplings can poten-
tially generated by a single instanton. Clearly, in this case the neat mechanism
for small Neutrino masses, encountered for the square quiver does not apply.
However, the setup, realizing the triangle quiver, might in principle exhibit an
instanton inducing a large Majorana mass term for the right-handed Neutrinos,
thus realizing the see-saw mechanism. Nevertheless for the local realizations of
both triangle quivers no such instanton is found. The simplest triangle quiver
has a generic potential drawback. The very same instanton generating all missing
Yukawa couplings, induces also a µ-term for the Higgs pair, which is far too large.
As we discuss in section 3.3, if we allow for a doubled Higgs sector then this
phenomenological drawback might be surmounted. While the analysis for the
Yukawa-couplings is very similar to the triangle quiver with just one Higgs pair,
the µ-term arising from the Yukawa generating instanton is a 2 × 2 matrix. In
case the instanton induced µ-term matrix factorizes only one of the Higgs pairs
becomes supermassive while the other one, which we identify with physical MSSM
Higgs pair, remains massless. A second instanton with a larger suppression factor
could then induce the µ term for the MSSM Higgs pair. In section 3.3 we show
that a setup, realizing the triangle-quiver with a doubled Higgs sector, potentially
exhibits a class of instantons, generating all the missing Yukawa couplings and
giving rise a µ-term matrix, which factorizes.
For both triangle quivers, discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3, we provide local
realizations within the T 6/Z2×Z′2 orientifold with torsion, which gives rise to rigid
cycles. We show that they exhibit instantons which generate the missing Yukawa
couplings with the right hierarchies. For the triangle quiver with a doubled Higgs
sector the Yukawa coupling inducing instanton gives rise to a µ-term matrix
which factorizes. Thus for this local setup we can realize all Yukawa coupling
with the right hierarchies without encountering any phenomenological drawbacks.
However, this local setup does not exhibit an instanton which could generate a
µ-term of the order (102 − 103)GeV for the MSSM Higgs pair.
We leave it for future work to extend the analysis to other quivers, such as
quivers based on three stacks of D-branes and quivers leading to GUT-like spec-
trum. Moreover, it would be nice to find a global realization of the discussed
quivers, which satisfies the severe constraints on the instanton zero mode struc-
ture. This seems to be more promising in the T-dual Type I framework. Finally,
it would be interesting to perform a detailed analysis of the MSSM-like Gep-
ner orientifold constructions, provided in [76, 77], with respect to their Yukawa
couplings.
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A T 6/Z2 × Z
′
2 Orientifold
This appendix is dedicated to brief review of the T 6/Z2 × Z′2 orientifold with
Hodge numbers (h11, h12) = (3, 51). We adopt the notation of [75], to which we
refer the reader for further details. The orbifold group consists of two generators
θ and θ′ acting as reflection in the first two and last two tori, respectively, while
there combination θθ′ amounts into a reflection in the first and third torus.
As usual there are the bulk cycles
ΠBa = 4
3⊗
I=1
(nIa[a
I ] + m˜Ia[b
I ]), (57)
defined in terms of the fundamental one-cycles [aI ], [bI ] of the I-th T 2 and the
corresponding wrapping numbers nIa and m˜
I
a = m
I
a + β
InIa. Here β
I takes the
value 0 and 1/2 for rectangular and tilted tori, respectively.
In addition this backgrounds gives rise to another class of cycles, the so called
g-twisted cycles. All three actions, θ, θ′ and θθ′ exhibit 16 fixed points which after
blowing up give rise to two-cycles with the topology of P1. In combination with
the fundamental one-cycle invariant under the respective action they construct
the g-twisted cycles
Πgij =
[
αgij × (n
Ig , m˜Ig)
]
. (58)
Here i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} × {1, 2, 3, 4} labels one of the 16 blown-up fixed points
of the orbifold element g = θ, θ′, θθ′ ∈ Z2 × Z′2 and Ig denotes the g-invariant
one-cycle with Ig = 3, 1, 2 for g = θ, θ
′, θθ′.
Rigid cycles are charged under all three sectors θ, θ′ and θθ′ and take the form
ΠF =
1
4
ΠB +
1
4
(∑
i,j∈Sθ
ǫθijΠ
θ
ij
)
+
1
4
( ∑
j,k∈Sθ′
ǫθ
′
jkΠ
θ′
jk
)
+
1
4
( ∑
i,k∈Sθθ′
ǫθθ
′
ik Π
θθ′
ik
)
, (59)
where Sg is the set of fixed points in the g-twisted sector. The ǫ
g
ij = ±1 correspond
to the two different orientation the brane can wrap the blown up P1 and are
subject to various consistency conditions [75].
The orientifold action ΩR for the bulk cycles takes the usual form
ΩR : [(n1, m˜1)(n2, m˜2)(n3, m˜3)]→ [(n1,−m˜1)(n2,−m˜2)(n3,−m˜3)]. (60)
For the g-twisted cycle ΩR acts
ΩR :
[
αgij × (n
Ig , m˜Ig)
]
→ ηΩR ηΩRg
[
αgR(i)R(j) × (−n
Ig , m˜Ig)
]
, (61)
where ηΩRg = ±1 denote the orientifold charges of the different sectors and are
subject to the constraint
ηΩR ηΩRθ ηΩRθ′ ηΩRθθ′ = −1. (62)
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Representation Multiplicity
a
1
2
(πa ◦ π′a + πa ◦ πO6)
a
1
2
(πa ◦ π′a − πa ◦ πO6)
(a, b) πa ◦ πb
(a, b) πa ◦ π′b
Table 6: Chiral spectrum for intersecting D6-branes.
The reflection R leaves all fixed points of an untilted two-torus invariant and acts
on the fixed points in a tilted two-torus as
R(1) = 1, R(2) = 2, R(3) = 4, R(4) = 3. (63)
With the orientifold action (60) the fixed point locus is
πO6 =2
3 ηΩR [(1, 0)(1, 0)(1, 0)] + 2
3−2β1−2β2 ηΩRθ [(0, 1)(0,−1)(1, 0)]
+ 23−2β2−2β3 ηΩRθ′ [(1, 0)(0, 1)(0,−1)] + 2
3−2β1−2β3 ηΩRθθ′ [(0,−1)(1, 0)(0, 1)]
Generically, the chiral spectrum is given by the topological intersection num-
bers displayed in table 6 9. Given two branes a and b in the T 6/Z2 ×Z′2 orbifold
background, the topological intersection numbers for the bulk part is
πBa ◦ π
B
b = 4
3∏
i=1
(niam˜
i
b − n
i
bm˜
i
a) (64)
and for the twisted sector takes the form[
αgij × (n
Ig
a , m˜
Ig
a )
]
◦
[
αhkl × (n
Ih
b , m˜
Ih
b )
]
= 4 δik δjl δ
gh (nIga m˜
Ih
b − n
Ih
b m˜
Ig
a ) . (65)
In both local realizations presented in section 3.2 and 3.3 the matter D6-branes
wrap fractional cycles, cycles which are charged only under one twisted sector g
πF =
1
2
πB +
1
2
∑
i,j∈Sg
ǫgij
[
αgij × (n
Ig
a , m˜
Ig
a )
] . (66)
This class of cycles are only rigid in two tori and can move freely in the torus
invariant under the action g. Then, for two fractional branes charged under a
different twisted sector the intersection number is simply given by
πFa ◦ π
F
b =
3∏
i=1
(niam˜
i
b − n
i
bm˜
i
a) (67)
9Note that we choose the convention that positive intersection number pia ◦ pib corresponds
to matter transforming as (a, b).
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To achieve global consistency the RR charges of the branes and orientifolds
have to be cancelled10. That translates into conditions on the bulk and twisted
sector of the branes. Since we are only interested in local constructions we ignore
them and refer the interested reader to [75].
Finally, to ensure supersymmetry all branes have to be aligned to the ori-
entifold plane. This amounts into two constraints each brane has to satisfy.
Expressed in terms of the wrapping numbers they are
m˜1 m˜2 m˜3 −
∑
I 6=J 6=K
nI nJ m˜K
U I UJ
= 0 (68)
and
n1 n2 n3 −
∑
I 6=J 6=K
m˜I m˜J nK U I UJ > 0 , (69)
where U I denotes the complex structure modulus U I = RIY /R
I
X of the I − th
torus with radii RIX and R
I
Y .
B N = 2 instanton zero mode sector
This appendix deals with the detailed analysis of the N = 2 instantonic zero
modes arising in the examples presented in section 3.2 and 3.3. We follow closely
the analysis performed in chapter 5 of [75].
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Figure 6: Brane c (blue) and the instanton E21 (red).
Consider the four stack model giving rise to just one Higgs pair discussed in
section 3.2. The D6-branes configuration exhibits two different instantons E21
10Moreover, there are K-theory constraints which have to be satisfied.
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and E22 satisfying the two intersection pattern
IE21b = −1 IE21a = IE21c = IE21d = 0 (70)
IE22b = −1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0 I
N=2
E21c
= 1 . (71)
For E21 there are no massless vector-like states between the D6-branes and the
instanton, while for E22 there is exactly one massless vectorlike state arising at
the intersection of the instanton E22 and the D6-brane c.
Let us start by analyzing the N = 2 sector for the instanton E21, whereas
we focus on the E2− c sector. An analogous discussion applies for all the other
E21 − D6 sectors. Figure 6 depicts the intersection between the instanton E21
and D-brane c. Note, that the two cycles D6c and E21 wrap (see equations (23)
and (35)), are parallel in the second torus, but go through different fixed points.
Thus both cycles are separated in the second torus, the N = 2 modes are massive
and one does not observe any massless vectorlike states in E21 −D6c sector. A
similar analysis reveals that there are no vectorlike states in any of the other
E21 −D6 sectors.
For the instanton E22 similar arguments explain the absence of massless vec-
torlike states for all E22−D6 sectors apart from the E22− c sector. In opposite
to E21, E22 and c are not separated in the second torus, but both E22 and c
pass through the same fixed points (see figure 7). Thus the N = 2 sector does
not get massive and one potentially observes massless vectorlike states.
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Figure 7: Brane c (blue) and the instanton E22 (red).
Subsequently we analyze how many of them are present. The bulk sector
implies the presence of 2 hypermultiplets in the ambient space11, which we denote
11The number of hypermultiplets is given by the number of intersections in the first and third
torus IN=2
E22c
bulk = (n
1
E22
m1c − n
1
c m
1
E22
)(n3
E22
m3c − n
3
c m
3
E22
) .
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by Ha and Hb (see figure 7). Including the orbifold action, which acts as
θ : (Ha, Hb)→ (Ha, Hb)
θ′ : (Ha, Hb)→ (Hb, Ha) (72)
θθ′ : (Ha, Hb)→ (Hb, Ha)
we see that only the combination Ha+Hb survives. Thus there is indeed exactly
one charged vectorlike pair of zero modes, λc and λc, in the E22 − c sector.
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Figure 8: Brane c (blue) and the instanton E2 (red).
Let us turn to the example presented in section 3.3. This D6-brane configu-
ration comprises an instanton with the intersection pattern
IE22b = −1 IE22a = IE22c = IE22d = 0 I
N=2
E22c
= 1 . (73)
Analogously to the setup above there are no massless vectorlike states between
the instanton E2 and D6-brane a, b and d. Figure 8 displays the intersection
between the cycles the instanton E2 and the D-brane c wrap. They lie on top of
each other in the second torus, giving potentially massless N = 2 states in the
E2 − c sector. As previously, in the ambient space we have 2 hypermultiplets,
which are subject to the orbifold action. A similar analysis as above reveals that
only one combination, Ha + Hb survives this action. Thus as desired we have
exactly 2 instanton zero modes charged under the global U(1)c, namely λc and
λc.
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